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Abstract: In some burrow-nesting birds, fledging is preceded by a strong rise in circulating
corticosterone (CORT) levels. Because the parents may desert nestlings in these species, this
rise may be internally triggered or it may be a response to failing adult attention. We followed
nestling thin-billed prions throughout the pre-fledging period in three seasons, 2005–2007.
These seasons had contrasting oceanographic conditions, the sea surface temperature being
warm in 2005, intermediate in the fledging period in 2006, and cold in 2007. Accordingly, the
food availability, reflected in chick peak masses and begging rates, was low throughout 2005,
intermediate during 2006, and high throughout 2007. We observed that most caring parents
attended thin-billed prion nestlings until they were fledgings in the seasons of food scarcity
during 2005 and 2006. In contrast, chicks were left alone for a mean of 4 days before fledging
in 2007. The pre-fledging rise in CORT was lowest in the good year of 2007, even though most
chicks were not attended during the pre-fledging period in that year. Our results thus indicate
that CORT at fledging depends on nestling age and condition, not on parental desertion.
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Glucocorticosteroids (GCs) of the hypothalamo–pituitary–adrenal axis play a role in association with both stressful events and daily life processes.1,2 In anticipation of energetically
demanding phases, which often occur as part of the annual or daily routine, GCs change
predictably.3 On the other hand, animals frequently experience less predictable events
such as food shortages. In consequence, their organism also requires some changes in
the relative investment in different fitness-related functions, such as body maintenance or
reproduction. Corticosterone (CORT), which is the principal GC in bird, has been suggested as a potential mediator of such tradeoffs. It influences diverse body functions such
as metabolism4 and immune responses.5 An increase in CORT was shown in responses
to a wide range of stressors such as food shortage,6 contamination,7 and capture.8
A recent study explored the relative importance of unpredictable and predictable
events in the regulation of CORT in a highly pelagic seabird, the thin-billed prion
(Pachyptila belcheri).3 That study established that close to fledging, chicks rapidly
increased basal CORT levels, and this increase was higher in unfed chicks than fed
chicks.3
Thin-billed prion parents raise only one chick per breeding attempt. Chicks are fed
infrequently, often with intervals of several days.9–11 Adults carry out foraging trips
of 1–8 days,11 resulting in intervals between feeds of 1–5 days. The duration of the
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feeding trips depends on the prevailing ocean climate, with
warm waters resulting in low food availability and, consequently, long foraging trips and low provisioning frequencies of thin-billed prions.12 The resulting differences in the
amount of food delivered to the chick by a pair of adults are
large, but most chicks will survive to fledging regardless.12
This situation presents a natural experiment, where chicks
in different years reach the fledging age under strongly
contrasting conditions. The study comparing recently fed
versus unfed chicks3 suggested that the pre-fledging rise in
CORT is influenced either by differences in nutrition, or that
it may be a response to failing adult attention.
In the present study, we measured basal levels of plasma
CORT in chicks of thin-billed prions during the preparation
for fledging in three subsequent breeding seasons. The aim
of the present study was to establish:
1. Whether the pre-fledging rise in CORT is influenced
by differences in food availability, such as experienced
during chronic food shortages; or
2. Whether the exaggerated rise observed in unfed
chicks is a response to failing adult attention in the
pre-fledging days.

Materials and methods
Study site and study species
Fieldwork was carried out as part of ongoing studies of the
breeding biology of thin-billed prions, between January
and March of the years 2005–2007, at New Island Nature
Reserve, Falkland Islands.13 Thin-billed prions are long-lived
sub-Antarctic seabirds which lay a single-egg and show slow
chick development.14 Thin-billed prions are burrow nesters,
and we reached chicks and adults in their nest chambers via
short access tunnels in the roof of each burrow, capped with
removable stone lids. This system facilitated rapid access to
chicks, reducing overall disturbance.

Chick measurements
Marked nests were monitored for eggs and hatching chicks.
When eggs were found, the hatching date was estimated
from the egg density,15 and the nest was not visited again
until 3 days after the estimated hatching date. If chicks were
present on our first visit, we determined the hatching dates
of chicks (to the nearest day) by calibrating wing and tarsus
length against wing growth in chicks of known age. Wing,
tarsus, and tarsus lengths were measured every 3 days, using
a stopped wing rule and callipers, respectively. Tail lengths
were measured every 3 days from the time the feather starts
protruding, using a feather rule.
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Tarsus growth (from repeated measurements of 20–50
chicks over six seasons)16 was approximately linear until
30 days of age: tarsus (mm) = 15.468 mm + 0.605 mm × age
(days); (R2 = 0.93, d.f. 1468, F = 19036, P , 0.001). Wing
growth until 30 days of age was best described by a quadratic
regression: wing (mm) = 19.415 mm – 0.569 mm × age
(days) + 0.110 mm × (age (days))2; (R2 = 0.94, d.f. 1498,
F = 10890, P , 0.001). The median hatch dates and ranges in the
three seasons were January 2, 2005 (December 26−January 12),
January 2, 2006 (December 23–January 8) and 4 January 2007
(December 27–January 13). After hatch, chicks were brooded
alternately by the parents for 3–8 days, before remaining in
the nest on their own during the day. The parents return to
feed their chicks at night, after feeding trips of 1–8 days.11,16
Chicks were weighed daily to the nearest 1 g using a digital
balance, during the duration of the field season. In 2005 and
2007, this included the entire chick-rearing period from hatching to fledging at the age of 49–56 days, while only chicks
from ca. 20 days of age were measured in 2006. Feeding rates
(g/day) were estimated from the daily weights, by correcting
the mass differences for metabolic mass loss, using published
equations.15 We started with 149 chicks (N = 57 in 2005, 40 in
2006, and 52 in 2007), but sample sizes decrease for measurements of older chicks as some chicks moved from their nest
chamber and were not reached in their burrows. As this was
well before fledging, we do not think this behavior biased
our results.
We calculated a body condition index for chicks aged
at least 10 days, using the observed body mass (m), relative
to a multiyear (2003–2006) mean mass for chicks of each
age (mmean), using the formula: BC index = m/mmean × 100.17
mmean was best described by the regression equation: mmean
(g) = -0.0011 g × age3 + 0.0056 g × age2 + 5.075 g × age +
22.917 g. In species with a pattern of peak mass and mass
recession, like Procellariiformes and Psittaciformes, body
condition indices relative to age are more adequate than mass
controlled for measures of body size. In these chicks, growth
of structural size and body mass does not occur in a parallel fashion (eg, approximate quadratic growth of mass, but
logistic tarsus growth, with maximum tarsus often reached
well before the end of the nestling stage).18 Thus, mass versus
structural size in chicks of these groups is not independent
of chick age.

Begging call recordings
The vocal behavior of a subsample of nestlings aged
10–40 days (N = 28 in 2005, and 20 in both 2006 and 2007)
was recorded overnight with a digital voice recorder placed
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outside the nest entrance, connected to an external microphone
placed close to the nest chamber. Chicks start begging as soon
as an adult arrived with food in the burrow. The recorders
were switched on at 22:00 hours and recorded continuously
for 8 hours. The recordings were transferred to a computer.
Using the software CoolEdit 96 (Adobe, San Jose, CA), the
duration of the begging sessions during first feeding events
in a night was measured, and the total call number counted.
Sometimes, several feedings take place during a night, but
consistently with earlier studies,12,17 we analyzed only the
first session per night. This way, the variation in begging
behavior reflected the chick’s need at the time of adult arrival.
For each chick with a minimum of four recorded nights, we
calculated the mean duration of the begging session and call
number, which were used in the present analysis.19,20 The
begging call recordings, chick weighing, and in some birds,
radio-tracking11,16 were used to determine the presence of
adults at nests in the pre-fledging period (ie, the days immediately preceding fledging). The number of nights from the
last time an adult was registered to fledging of the chicks was
recorded; for example, if a chick was attended in the night
before fledging, the parameter “nights not attended” was set
to 1, but if chicks were not attended for one or several nights,
accordingly higher. Results from radio-tracking confirmed
presence/absence data obtained from chick weights.

Blood sample collection and hormone
analyses
Blood samples (0.2−0.4 mL) were collected during the day
(09:00–18:00 hours) after capture by hand by puncture from
the brachial vein in heparinized capillaries within 2 minutes
from burrow opening to the end of blood sampling. Blood
samples were immediately transferred to 0.5 mL tubes and
kept on ice until centrifugation. Plasma was stored frozen
at -20°C. We sampled chicks at ca. 40 days of age (range
36–43 days, N = 44 in 2005, 31 in 2006, and 43 in 2007),
and every 2–4 days during the pre-fledging period, depending on weather conditions. Only the last sample obtained of
each chick, on the day before fledging or the previous day,
was used as fledging CORT (N = 13 in 2005, 15 in 2006,
and 26 in 2007).
Plasma CORT levels were assessed by radioimmunoassay. Samples of the season 2005 were analyzed at the
Max-Planck-Institut für Ornithologie (MPIO) in Andechs21
for plasma samples. The detection limit was 6.3 pg per tube
(63 pg/mL). The mean extraction recovery as determined
by tritiated CORT added before the extraction was 90%.
The intra-assay variations of the two assays run for the 2005
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samples were 7.1% and 17.3%. The inter-assay variation was
5.7%, and the interextraction variation of a chicken plasma
pool was 3.4% for these two assays.
Samples of the seasons 2006 and 2007 were assayed at the
Centre d’Etudes Biologiques de Chizé (CEBC).22 The mean
extraction recovery as determined by tritiated CORT added
before the extraction was 89%. The samples of each season
were run in one assay. The detection limit was 100 pg/mL,
and the lowest measurement was 0.3 ng/mL. Intra-assay
coefficient of variation was 12.6% (N = 6 duplicates) in 2006
and 5.2% (N = 6 duplicates) in 2007.
Using a subset of samples from the season 2007 (N = 17),
we compared the CORT assay results obtained in both
laboratories. We found that the assay used at the MPIO
estimated higher CORT concentrations (Figures 1, 2),
and this was more pronounced at higher concentrations.
The relationship was best modeled by a cubic regression, using the MPIO values CORTMPIO as independent
and the difference DIFF (MPIO – CEBC) as dependent
variable (DIFF = -0.948476 + 0.059149 × CORTMPIO +
0.004516 × CORTMPIO2 - 0.000006 × CORTMPIO3; R2 . 0.999,
P , 0.001). The very good fit (Figures 1, 2) indicates that
the changes are systematic and can be controlled for. We did
this by subtracting the calculated concentration-dependent
difference from the MPIO values (ie, standardizing to CEBC
values).

Data analysis
Data analysis was carried out using SPSS software (version 17.0;
SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Significance was set at P , 0.05, and
means are given with standard errors. We used ANOVA to
compare chick parameters between years and general linear
mixed models (GLMM) based on Type III sum of squares to
test for the influence of time to fledging and difference between
years simultaneously on CORT levels, while controlling for
individual effects of chick identity. A general linear model
(GLM) was used to test for age and year effect using only last
measurement of each chick (0–2 days before fledging), and
results of this GLM were cited with effect sizes (η2).
As a measure of environmental variability, sea surface
temperature anomaly (SSTA) data in the Falkland Current
area adjacent to the Falkland Islands (50–52°S, 61–63°W)
were downloaded from http://ingrid.ldeo.columbia.edu/
SOURCES/.NOAA/.NCEP/.EMC/.CMB/.GLOBAL/.
Reyn_SmithOIv2/.weekly/.ssta/ (Figure 2). It has been shown
previously that sea surface temperatures were negatively
correlated with provisioning frequencies to thin-billed prion
chicks.12
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Figure 2 Sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) in the Falkland Current area
adjacent to the Falkland Islands (50–52°S, 61–63°W), in the study period (A), and
mean chick body conditions (B). The chick-feeding periods (January–March) are
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Figure 1 Plasma samples of thin-billed prion chicks measured in duplicate at MPIO
and CEBC.
Abbreviations: CORT, corticosterone; MPIO, Max Planck Institute for
Ornithology; CEBC, Centre d’Etudes Biologiques de Chizé.

Results
The seasons differed in sea surface temperatures (Figure 2).
These differences were apparent during the course of the
chick-rearing period (January–March) and especially
pronounced in the fledging period. The sea surface water
was warmer than average in 2005, near average in 2006,
and colder than average in 2007 (Figure 2A). Inter-annual
differences in chick condition mirrored the differences in
environmental conditions (Figure 2B and Table 1). The
chicks were in the poorest condition in the warm year 2005,
according to all measured parameters (Table 1), while
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chicks of the year 2006 were in intermediate condition. The
chicks of the colder year (ie, 2007) experienced the best
conditions with high provisioning rates and high peak body
masses. During this year, the chicks fledged younger and
they also had low begging intensities and low circulating
CORT (Table 1).
The chicks in the good season 2007 fledged younger,
but reached the highest tail lengths at fledging (Table 1).
Although the difference in wing lengths was not significant,
the same order (2005 , 2006 , 2007) as in the tails was
observed (Table 1). In contrast to all observed differences, the
body mass at fledging was not statistically different between
years (Table 1).
In all seasons, chicks increased CORT concentrations in
the days before fledging (Figure 3). The magnitude of this
increase, however, differed between seasons (Figure 3). The
well fed chicks of the season 2007 had the lowest CORT at
fledging, with average values only 57% of the season 2005
(Table 1). A GLMM with pre-fledging CORT as dependent
variable, year as independent categorical variable (‘factor’),
chick identity as random factor, and the number of days
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Table 1 Parameters reflecting the condition of thin-billed prions during their nestling period (condition parameters) and at the time
of fledging (fledging parameters)
Parameter
Condition parameters
Feeding rate (g/day)*
Peak mass (g)*
Duration of begging (minutes)*
Begging calls per session*
CORT at 40 days (ng/mL)*
Fledging parameters
Fledging age (days)*
Fledging mass (g)
Fledging CORT (ng/mL)*
Fledging wing length (mm)
Fledging tail length (mm)*

2005

2006

2007

ANOVA

23.8 ± 0.6a
194.3 ± 3.7a
40.5 ± 4.6a
1172 ± 132a
5.2 ± 0.5a

24.1 ± 0.8a
201.1 ± 5.4a,b
31.1 ± 2.6b
860 ± 68b
3.4± 0.7a

27.1 ± 0.5b
213.6 ± 3.7b
15.1 ± 0.8b
402 ± 27b
3.1± 0.4b

F2,135 = 8.6, P , 0.001
F2,103 = 6.1, P = 0.003
F2,65 = 12.9, P , 0.001
F2,65 = 14.9, P , 0.001
F2,115 = 5.3, P = 0.006

53.5 ± 0.5a
137.8 ± 4.0
23.1 ± 2.9a
178.1 ± 1.1
79.5 ± 0.8a

54.1 ± 0.4a
137.0 ± 2.9
19.9 ± 2.7a,b
178.8 ± 1.2
80.1 ± 1.1a

51.8 ± 0.4b
135.8 ± 2.6
13.3 ± 1.1b
181.1 ± 1.1
84.3 ± 0.8b

F91,2 = 6.8, P = 0.002
F90,2 = 0.1, P = 0.915
F50,2 = 6.7, P = 0.003
F99,2 = 1.8, P = 0.172
F99,2 = 7.4, P = 0.001

Notes: Parameters which differed between the years are marked with *, and homogenous subsets determined by Tukey post-hoc tests are marked with identical superscript
letters.

to fledging as covariable detected that both parameters
significantly influenced the CORT concentration in the fledging
period (GLMM: influence of year: F2,119 = 7.9, P = 0.001; influence of days to fledging: F1,110 = 68.3, P , 0.001). When only
the last sample of each chick was included (taken 0–2 days
before fledging), then the variability in pre-fledging CORT
was explained by the year only (GLM: influence of year:
F2,57 = 6.0, P = 0.005, η2 = 0.181; influence of days to fledging:
F1,147 = 0.6, P = 0.425, η2 = 0.012).
Adult attendance at the nests in the pre-fledging period
also differed between the years (Figure 4). The median number
of nights in which chicks were not attended before fledging
was 2 in 2005 and 2006, but 4 in 2007 (Kruskal–Wallis
ANOVA on ranks: H = 11.1, d.f. 2, P = 0.004). Post-hoc
tests (Dunn’s Method) revealed that 2007 differed from the

other two seasons; that is, chicks were left alone longer in
the pre-fledging period in that year.

Discussion
We here used breeding seasons of differing environmental
conditions as a natural experiment to investigate how basal
levels of plasma CORT varied in chicks of thin-billed prions
during the preparation for fledging.
CORT has been found to increase during the fledging and
dispersal of juveniles of several cavity-nesting birds (American kestrels, Falco sparverius;23 screech owls, Otus asio and
O. kennicottii;24 pied flycatchers, Ficedula hypoleuca;25 and
thin-billed prions3), although the absence of a CORT increase
before nest departure in snowy owls (Nyctea scandiaca),
suggests that this mechanism is not universal in birds. 26
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Figure 3 Pre-fledging increase in corticosterone (CORT) concentration in thinbilled prion chicks over three seasons of contrasting environmental conditions,
starting 10 days before fledging.
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Figure 4 Pre-fledging parental absence of thin-billed prions in three breeding
seasons. The number of nights from the last time an adult was registered to fledging
of its chicks was recorded; for example, if the chicks were attended in the night
before fledging, the parameter “nights not attended” was set to 1, but if chicks were
not attended for one or several nights, the parameters were set higher accordingly.
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The present study suggested that the pre-fledging rise in
CORT is influenced by differences in food availability
experienced by the chicks. Chicks that had experienced
chronic food shortages had a stronger rise in CORT just
prior to fledging, and reached twice the concentration of
CORT in plasma, compared with chicks in a good season.
This is, to our knowledge, the first study to investigate
such inter-annual differences and condition-dependence in
pre-fledging CORT levels during the pre-fledging period.
The results are in line with our previous findings that prefledging CORT levels are modified according to nutritional
conditions.3 In that former analysis, we investigated whether
unfed chicks had higher pre-fledging CORT levels than fed
chicks, ie, a short-term influence of conditions. The present
results are complementary and demonstrate the response to
long-term conditions experienced by chicks on pre-fledging
CORT levels. The cohort effect, ie, long-term conditions
experienced by the chicks throughout the 2-month chickrearing period, even had a similar effect size to the timing
effect of the pre-fledging CORT rise. In contrast to the peak
body mass, the body mass of chicks at fledging did not differ
among the years (Table 1). An excessive body mass would
lead to a high cost of flight (high wing loading), and might
therefore be avoided even under good conditions. Chicks
raised during the colder season (2007) showed a lower prefledging rise in CORT (and then, showed a lower CORT
level at fledging age, Table 1). Although chicks fledged at a
younger age in 2007 than in previous years (see Table 1), the
observed year effect is unlikely only due to younger chick
age for the following reasons: (1) CORT levels at 40 days of
age was already lower in 2007, and (2) the similar fledging
wing length and even longer fledging tail length of chicks
raised in 2007 indicate that the chicks of 2007 had a better
body development at a younger age in comparison with
previous years. This would most likely include the maturity
of endocrinal functions.
In other previous studies of seabird chicks, contrasting
patterns of condition-dependence were observed during
the early or medium nestling period; for example, experimental food restriction resulted in elevated CORT levels in
kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla27 and Rissa brevirostris,28 while
decreased CORT levels were observed in undernourished
tufted puffins (Fratercula cirrhata).29 The decrease may
allow tufted puffin chicks to delay fledging, while avoiding detrimental effects of chronic CORT elevation.29 The
difference in CORT patterns observed between petrel and
auk chicks may be explained by the different processes of
fledging: puffin chicks are not independent at fledging,
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but are still guarded and fed at sea. While in the nest, they
receive food from two parents, but at sea only from the
father. Thus, the costs and benefits of fledging underweight
might be different to those in petrels, which are completely
independent once fledged.
We further investigated whether the stronger rise observed
in unfed chicks3 could be a response to failing adult attention. We observed that chicks were attended longer, mostly
right up to fledging, in the poorer seasons, 2005 and 2006.
The distribution of nights parents were absent before fledging (Figure 4) was very similar to that expected of adults
attended at the same rate as during most of the chick-rearing
period (eg, trip lengths 1–8 days, and intervals between
feeds of 1–5 days.11 In contrast, in the year 2007 a different
distribution was observed, because many chicks were not
attended in the last few days before fledging. The question
whether chicks in Procellariiformes are deserted prior to
fledging has been debated.30 The fact that chicks lose weight
in the last days before fledging does not necessarily mean
that the chick is no longer attended and fed, but it has been
suggested that feeding may still occur at a lower rate.30 In
thin-billed prions, as in at least 17 other species,31 adults
regularly attend the nests even after the chick’s departure. We
observed this on several occasions in 2005 and 2006. On the
other hand, some species have been reported to desert their
chicks for longer periods before fledging, eg, a mean 9 days
in Manx shearwaters (Puffinus puffinus),32 12 days in sooty
shearwaters (Puffinus griseus),33 and 14 days in short-tailed
shearwaters (Puffinus tenuirostris).34 The desertion periods
observed in these larger species were long compared with
thin-billed prion chicks in 2007 that were left alone for a
mean 4 days. However, this difference corresponds well to
the overall longer fledgling periods of these larger species. It
would be instructive to see if these species also show facultative nest desertion only in good conditions, as suggested by
the present study for thin-billed prions.
Our results are thus contrary to the hypothesis that
chicks respond to being deserted by increasing their prefledging CORT levels. During the year of widespread prefledging desertion (2007), chicks had the lowest CORT
levels close to fledging, although they were left alone for
longer, compared with 2 years of infrequent desertion (2005
and 2006). Thus, the data suggest that poorer body condition of chicks, rather than failing adult attention explains
the steeper rise in pre-fledging CORT levels observed in
unfed chicks.3
In summary, we have here shown that the pre-fledging
rise in CORT in a burrow-nesting seabird is modified
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a ccording to the environmental conditions. CORT might play
a pivotal role in mediating life-history tradeoffs; for example,
tradeoffs between growth and immunocompetence. 35 It
now remains to be explored which selective advantage a
higher rise in CORT may give chicks in especially poor
seasons such as those observed at the beginning of our study
period, and how different fitness-related functions might be
affected.
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